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La Gruta de Baba
If there is something we can thank the vocal artist Juan Pablo Villa it is his
commitment to aesthetical independence as a fundamental principle in his work. Villa
had previously produced works in song format, but in La Gruta de Baba he shifts the
focus of his search as a vocalist to sound, pitch and texture.
La Gruta de Baba is a work for improvisations and pieces in which Juan Pablo tests
his physical and creative skills by exploring the crudeness of the sound of voice and by
letting it conduct itself as a wild and harmonic progression at a time. The result is a
concert that proposes a different way of listening to music, a way that is more related
to sound as a vehicle through which to arrive to musical forms; in other words, when
the audience witnesses La Gruta de Baba, it becomes submerged in a creative
process where the themes are not an end in themselves, but a consequence of the
ever-risky dynamics of improvisation.
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JUAN PABLO VILLA
Vocal artist and composer
November 21, 1975, Mexico City
Scenic Creators Grant FONCA CONACULTA 2009-2010

Vocal artist and composer who, for the last ten years -especially during the last fourhas been devoted to vocal exploration by means of free-improvisation, vocal
extended techniques and the free interpretation of diverse vocal manifestations of
Mexico and abroad. His name is, without a doubt, a referent in Mexico in what
concerns vocal expression and exploration.
He is currently offering concerts of La Gruta de Baba (improvisations and pieces) in
which, with the voice as core instrument, a looper and diverse objects, he creates a
kaleidoscope of vocal sonority that generates an irresistible and surprising landscape
for the audience.
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As a composer he has worked with Apoc Apoc -a contemporary dance company
directed by Jaime Camarena-, in the creation and recording of the music for the
choreography “La Fiesta de los Bárbaros” (2008-2009); in the creation and recording of
the introductory piece for the TV series “De Raíz Luna”, created and conducted by
Mardonio Carballo for Canal 22 (nominated for Best Music in the PANTALLA DE CRISTAL
AWARDS, 2008); in the creation and recording of the music for the short-films “Goodbye
Garibaldi” (2008) by Alejandro Ramírez Corona (screened at film festivals throughout
México, Europe, South America and the Caribbean), “Refugio … de Aquí a Ninguna
Parte” by Paulo Riqué (nominated for Best Music in the PANTALLA DE CRISTAL AWARDS,
2006), “Sangre Circular, Interior 19" and “Peces de Asfalto” by Rafael Rangel (screened
at the INTERNATIONAL CONTEMPORARY FILM FESTIVAL 2007); and in the creation and
performing of the music for the play “El Miedo Insuperable” by Harif Ovalle (2007).
He has taken vocal improvisation and exploration workshops with Fred Frith, Jöelle
Leandre, David Moss, Shelley Hirsch, Joan LaBarbara, Nicholas Isherwood, Hebe
Rosell, Alejandro Campero, Indira Pensado, Jesús Cuevas, and at the Roy Hart Theatre.
He has performed with several renowned artists such as Shelley Hirsch, Arturo López
in La Gruta de Baba + CINEAMANO, Mario de Vega, Julián Bonequi and Rogelio Sosa
in the free improvisation ensemble Pandillismo, Mardonio Carballo in the Náhuatl
poetry and vocal improvisation ensemble Xolo, Germán Bringas, Iraida Noriega,
Cabezas de Cera, Fuxé, Carlos Maldonado, Alejandro Chávez, Raúl Fernández,
Fernando Vigueras, Ricardo Castillo, Muna Zul, Chris Cogburn, Alex Bruck, and Chris
Van Beuren.
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His most relevant international performances include:
Colombia: Medellín La Más Educada Awards with CINEAMANO (2011), Medellín.
Canada: Robson Square with CINEAMANO (2011), Vancouver.
Austria: Glatt Und Verkhert Festival with MEIA DA SHONTA ENSEMBLE plus artistic
residence AIR and voice workshop (2011), Krems.
Czeck Republic: Summer Festival with MEIA DA SHONTA ENSEMBLE plus voice
workshop (2011), Namest Nad Oslavou.
Korea: Buckchon Theatre and Gwangju World Music Festival with CUATRO SUKIYAKI
MINIMAL ENSEMBLE (2011) Seoul and Gwangju.
Japan: Sukiyaki Meets the World Festival with CUATRO SUKIYAKI MINIMAL and
artistic residence (2011), Nagoya and Nanto City.
USA: Mexico Now! Festival at Lincoln Center with CINEAMANO (2010), New York.
USA: Free Music Agreement Festival (2010), Houston
China: Mexican Pavilion Expo Shanghai with CINEAMANO (2010), Shanghai.
Japan: Theater 21, 21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art with CINEAMANO
(2010), Kanasawa.
Korea: Theater Zero with CINEAMANO (2010), Seoul.
Belgium: Viva México! Festival at BOZAR with CINEAMANO (2010), Brussels.
Spain: I International Improvisation Festival Hurta Cordel with the Mexican ensemble
Pandillismo (2010), Antic Teatre (2009), LEM Festival (2008), and Grec Festival with
the mexican-Catalan ensemble Vientos y Lugares (2008), Barcelona. XIV International
Improvisation Festival Hurta Cordel with Pandillismo (2010), and Poetico Festival in
Casa América (2009), Madrid. Contemporary Arti Museum Espai D'Art (2009),
Castellón. CROMA Festival with Vientos y Lugares (2008), Villadecans.
Brazil: Passagem, IX Art Market, with CINEAMANO (2009), San Salvador de Bahia.
His most relevant national performances include:
Mexico City: Teatro de la Ciudad, "En los zapatos del otro" with CINEAMANO (2012).
Vive Latino Festival (2010). Live music accompaniment for the screening of the
documentary “Nanook of the North” by Robert J. Flaherty in José Vasconcelos Library
and FILIJ (2011), and Cineteca Nacional (2009). “Poesía en Voz Alta” Festival: “Xolo”
with Mardonio Carballo; Náhuatl poetry and vocal improvisation (2009), Free
improvisation (2008), and with Arturo López to perform La Gruta de Baba +
CINEAMANO (2007). Ollin Tlalpan Jazz Festival (2007 and 2008), and several solo and
ensemble performances in the MUAC and El ECO Museums (2007 and 2008).
Guanajuato: Cervantino International Festival performing "Arrasados" of Rogelio Sosa
(2011). Sonora: FAOT Festival with CINEAMANO (2008). Puebla: Puebla International
Festival (2008).
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RECORDINGS
2012 XOLO. Náhuatl poetry and vocal improvisation JPV music and Mardonio
Carballo poetry (Pluralia / Intolerancia Records).
2009 LA FIESTA DE LOS BÁRBAROS. Music for the choreography “La Fiesta de los
Bárbaros” by Jaime Camarena, director of the contemporary dance company Apoc
Apoc. JPV composition, voices, accordion and arrangements, Carlos Maldonado
double bass, Rodrigo Barbosa drums, Francisco Bringas percussions, Dora Juárez
voice. Recorded and mixed by Josué Vergara and post-produced and edited by Gerry
Rosado for (Intolerancia Records).
2007 LA GRUTA DE BABA. Vocal improvisations and cardenche songs. JPV voice,
looper and objects. Recorded and edited by Gerry Rosado for (Intolerancia Records).
2006 UN PÁJARO EN EL ALAMBRE. Vocal improvisations. Recorded live at Café
Jazzorca, Estudio Teatro que Danza and Escuela de Música DIM. JPV voice, looper and
objects. (Independent production).
2004 YA Y LI. Work for piano, voice, guitar and drums. JPV piano and voice, Francisco
Bringas tabla and drums, Fernando Vigueras guitar. (Ediciones Pentagrama).
2003 ALEJANDRO CHÁVEZ, MAURICIO DÍAZ, JUAN PABLO VILLA. (Independent
production).
2002 MITOLOGÍAS. JPV piano and Francisco de León poetry and voice. (Independent
production).
2001 JUAN PABLO VILLA. Songs for guitar and voice. (Independent production).
1999 TORICÁNTAROS. JPV guitar, piano and voice, Germán Bringas saxophones,
piano, trumpet and arrangements, Francisco Bringas tabla, drums and bass. (Jazzorca
Records).
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ARTURO LÓPEZ BARRERA
Painter and puppeteer
April 30, 1977, Mexico City
As a result of his experimenting and exploring with different techniques for the
projection of animated images with an overhead projector, ARTURO LÓPEZ creates the
project CINEAMANO (Hand-Made Film), a pictorial expression that is based on the
same principle than film: light projected over a screen. For his CINEAMANO, Arturo
uses an overhead projector and material such as ink, sand, trays with water, oil,
diverse objects and 2D puppets to create a large format live sequence of images,
drawings and paintings.
The performance of CINEAMANO allows the audience to witness the creative
process of a painting, from the moment the first line is drawn to the point in which
the painting is finished –albeit ephemerally- to give way to another image of the
continuum. In this way, CINEAMANO goes from one sequence to another without any
editing. Beyond drawing, building and giving form to the elements in the painting, the
hand of the artist -that can be seen in motion inside the projection- plays the role of a
puppeteer that enters the stage to give life to his characters and guide them through
the stage.
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Each performance of CINEAMANO (just as in a theater play and unlike the screening
of a film) is reinvented each time it is performed. And its rhythm and images are
directly related to the music, whether it be performed live or heard from a recording.
Stagings:
· Visual improvisations for La Gruta de Baba, vocal improvisation project of Juan
Pablo Villa, 2007-2010.
· CINEAMANO, short-film documentary about the work of Arturo López Barrera,
directed by Agustín Tapia (nominated for the 2009 ARIEL AWARDS), Mexico.
· Collaboration of CINEAMANO for the first TV season of “De Raíz Luna”, created
and conducted by Mardonio Carballo for Canal 22, 2008.
· Joint collaboration with Kiribati Teatro for the performance of the inaugural event
of the first FORO NACIONAL NÁHUATL celebrated in Tehuipango, Zongolica, Veracruz,
2007.
· Joint collaboration with Colectivo Titiritero El Ojo to perform overhead projections
of liquid puppets during the live performance of “Ya y Li”, a work for piano, voice,
drums and guitar composed by Juan Pablo Villa, 2004.
· “Cástulo y Personajes de alcantarilla”, staging for marionettes, violin and guitar
with Liliana García violin and Fernando Vigueras guitar, 2002.
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TECHNICAL RIDER
Juan Pablo Villa: Voice, objects and looper.
(Only one channel is used in the concert.)
AUDIO
· 1 canon- ¼ cable and 1 ¼ cable
· 1 microphone Shure Beta 58A
· 1 tripod mic stand with telescoping boom
· 2 loudspeaker monitors
· 1 direct box
· 1 extension lead or a connection point
· 1 FOH (front of house) console with full parametric equalizer
· 1 monitor console
· 1 FX rack with Yamaha SPX990
· 2 Ashley 31 band equalizers (1 for FOH and 1 for monitors)
· 1 DBX166 stereo compressor for main vocal
*The gear requested is calculated on a 1 full bandwidth Sound Reinforcement System
per side. Loudspeakers should be original EAW, Meyer Sound or similar.
LIGHTING
· 1 lighting control: 48 channels, 24 submasters
· 6 ellipsoidal 10º
· 6 ellipsoidal 20º
· 6 ellipsoidal 40º, 3 with bases for gobos
· 24 Fresnel 6” or pair 64 with medium lamp
· 3 Sets of 4 filters (blue, amber and red) for Fresnel
PROJECTION
· Cyclorama
· 1.5 x 1.5 meter table for overhead projector
· 1 extension lead or a connection point (110 Volts)
· 1 Transparent glass 44 x 33 cm x 3 mm
Catering for soundcheck:
· 4 bottles of water (1lt)
· Fruit
· Coffee

Catering for concert:
· 4 bottles of water (1lt)
· Fruit
· Coffee
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JUAN PABLO VILLA

J PV
Contact:
VERÓNICA RAMÍREZ VALADEZ
Cel.: (52) (55) 3875 1111
verotl@yahoo.com
www.myspace.com/juanpablovilla
Mexico City.
Mantis Management

